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DSR algorithm is applied to selects best path for com-
munication between two nodes in a highly dynamic
environment. As highly dynamic environment changes
frequently, the probability of breakage of established
path is high in such environment. Every time when
established path breaks, a new route has to be discovered
for communication between the nodes. In order to avoid
path discovery every time, we propose themodification of
the existing DSR algorithm. The modification proposed
is based on a backup route (second best route). The
back up routes will be provided by the destination node
to the source node along with the best route during the
process of path discovery. During the path maintenance
process, in case any intermediate node identifies that the
signal strength falls below a threshold indicating that the
established route is about to break, the intermediate node
sends a caution message to the source node. The source
node switches the communication through the backup
path, apprehending that the established route is about to
break. As the communication through the backup route
takes place, the previous established route is repaired, if
possible. If repaired, the route will act as the new backup
route. This process of toggling between backup route
and established route reduces the call for path discovery
to a large extent. The stability in consideration of failure
of common link and nodes in the back up repaired
algorithm has been investigated with new algorithm for
stable route selection.
Keywords: MANET, DSR, Back up repaired, Stable
route selection algorithm.
1. Introduction
A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a self-
configuring network of mobile routers (and as-
sociated hosts) connected by wireless links, the
union ofwhich forms an arbitrary topology. The
routers are free to move randomly and orga-
nize themselves arbitrarily; thus, the network’s
wireless topology changes rapidly and unpre-
dictably. ProactiveMANETprotocols are table-
driven and will actively determine the layout of
the network. Through a regular exchange of
packets meant for network topology between
the nodes of the network, a complete picture of
the network is maintained at every node. Hence
there is minimal delay in determining the route
to be taken.
Reactive MANET protocols only find a route
to the destination node when there is a need to
send data. The source node will start by trans-
mitting route requests throughout the network.
The sender will then wait for the destination
node or an intermediate node (that has a route
to the destination) to respond with a list of in-
termediate nodes between the source and the
destination. This is known as the global flood
search, that in turn brings about a significant
delay before the packet is transmitted.
Since each of the proactive and reactive routing
protocols suits well in oppositely different sce-
narios, there is good reason to develop hybrid
routing protocol that is a mix of both proactive
and reactive routing protocols. The hybrid pro-
tocol is applied to find a balance between the
proactive and the reactive protocols.
In Dynamic Source Routing, each source de-
termines the route to be used in transmitting
its packets to selected destinations. There are
two main components, called Route Discovery
and Route Maintenance. Route Discovery de-
termines the optimum path for a transmission
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between a given source and a destination. Route
Maintenance ensures that the transmission path
remains optimum and oscillation/loop-free as
network conditions change, even if this requires
changing the route during a transmission
Route Discovery is illustrated in Figure 1. As-
sume that node A (initiator) sends a Route Re-
quest Packet by flooding the network. If the
node B has recently received another Route Re-
quest Packet from the same source, or is already
listed in the Route Record, the node B discards
the request. If node B is the target, it returns
a Route Reply to the initiator along with the
best path between the initiator and the target.
When the initiator receives the Route Reply, it
caches the route in its Route Cache for use in
sending subsequent packets to the destination.
Otherwise, node B is not the target, nor can it
contribute to the best path from the initiator to
the target and passes the Route Request Packet
to its neighbor (except the initiator).
Under Route Maintenance in DSR every node
is responsible for confirming that the next hop
in the Source Route receives the packet. Also,
each packet is only forwarded once by a node
(hop-by-hop routing). If a packet is not received
by a node, it is retransmitted up to some max-
imum number of times until a confirmation is
received from the next hop. Only if retransmis-
sion fails, a Route Error message is sent to the
initiator. Then that Source Route is discarded
from its Route Cache.
Figure 1. Route discovery illustration.
In Figure 1, if node C does not receive an ac-
knowledgement from node D after a few re-
quests, it returns a Route Error to the initiator
A. As soon as node A (initiator) receives the
Route Error message, it deletes the broken link-
route from the cache. The initiator node A then
repeats the Route Discovery Process.
In Dynamic Source Routing protocol, every
time a node failure is detected, the existing
route gets disconnected; and the source node
has to initiate the Route Discovery process. In
a highly dynamic topology the failure of node
is frequent, which results in making Route Dis-
covery process a time consuming one. In the
proposed approachwe intend to reduce the num-
ber of times the Route Discovery process is to be
initiated thereby increasing the efficiency of the
routing protocol. In the proposed approach we
find a best route from a source to a destination in
terms of number of hops and a second best route
(backup route). The second best route is stored
in the route cache as a backup route. When
any node in a first best route fails, the source
starts transmitting packets through the backup
route. Meanwhile, the first best route (now dis-
connected) is repaired. When repaired, it is
stored in the route cache as backup route. By
the process of swamping between route under
used and backup route, the number of times the




1) When a source node, say A wants to send a
data packet, it broadcasts the RREQ packet to
its neighboring nodes.
2) When an intermediate node on the route to
the destination receives the RREQ packet, it ap-
pends its address to the route record in RREQ
and rebroadcasts the RREQ.
3) When the destination node, say D receives
the first RREQ, it starts a timer and collects
RREQ from its neighbors until a quantum of
time has expired.
4) The destination node D finds the best route
as well as the second best route between source
and destination.
5) The destination node D sends back a RREP
to the source node along with the best route
(Primary route) and the second best route (Sec-
ondary route).
6)As the source node receives theRREP it starts
transmitting packets through the best route (Pri-
mary Route) and keeps the second best route
(Backup Route) in the Route Cache.
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Route Maintenance:
Route Monitoring:
1) Each intermediate node in the route through
which transmitting is going on starts monitor-
ing their signal strength. If signal strength falls
below a specified threshold, it will send a warn-
ing message to the source node. The warning
message signals about the possible breakage of
route.
2) On receiving the warning message from the
intermediate node, the source node picks the
backup route from the Route Cache and starts
transmitting through the backup route.
Route Repairing:
1) As transmission goes on through the back
up route (now primary route) the nodes in the
previous primary route (now broken route) are
examined in order to locate the particular node
node(s) that had failed.
2) The DSR protocol is used to find out a route
between the previous node and any of the next
(succeeding) nodes that had failed.
Figure 2. Example network for the illustration
of proposed algorithm.
Example:
When a node, say S in Figure 2 wants to send a
message to the destination node, say D in Figure
2, it initiates route discovery by broadcasting
the RREQ packet to its neighbors <B,E,F>.
The nodes <B,E,F> on receiving the RREQ
packet rebroadcast the packet to their neigh-
bors by appending their id in the route record
of the RREQ packet. Similarly, other inter-
mediate nodes also forward the RREQ pack-
ets to their corresponding neighbors. When
the destination node D receives two or more
RREQ packets from the same source, it finds
out a best route and a second best route based
on number of hops. In Figure 2, node D re-
ceives RREQ packets from routes <S,B,C,D>,
<S,E,B,C,D>, <S,E,G,D> and <S,F,G,D>
with number of hops of 3,4,3 and 3 respec-
tively. Now, destination D may select any route
in <S,B,C,D>, <S,E,G,D> and <S,F,G,D> as
its primary route.
If destination D chooses <S,F,G,D> as the
primary route, the route <S,B,C,D> will be
the backup route. This is shown in Figure 3.
The destination node D sends RREP packets
to the source node S with the primary route
and the backup route. When the source node
receives the RREP packets, it starts communi-
cating through the primary route <S,F,G,D>
keeping the backup route <S,B,C,D> in the
Route Cache.
Figure 3. Primary and back up routes.
Primary Route −→ <S,F,G,D>
Backup Route − − → <S,B,C,D>
During transmission of packets, for example if
the node F apprehends the signal strength falling
below the threshold, it sends a warning mes-
sage to the source node S. The source node S
immediately switches the transmission of pack-
ets through the backup route <S,B,C,D> and
sends the previous primary route <S,F,G,D>
for repairing. As transmission goes on through
the backup, the node S tries to find a route by
searching a succeeding node of the failed node
F by the DSR protocol. As a route from S
to G is discovered, say as <S,E,G>, the route
<S,E,G,D> is treated as the repaired route and
is stored in the Route Cache of the source node
S as the backup route. The process of repairing
the broken route and toggling between the used
primary route and the backup route continues
whenever a node failure in a route is detected.
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This minimizes the number of times the Route
Discovery process is initiated in conventional
DSR process. A comparison of the proposed
algorithm with the conventional DSR is shown
in Table 1.





Route Caching Yes Yes
No of Routes Single Double
RREQ Flooding High Medium
Energy Saving No Yes
Mobility Medium High
Reliability Low High
Table 1. DSR vs repaired backup DSR.
3. Results
3.1. Conventional DSR
Let n be the number of nodes contributing to
the primary route (Best Route). Let p be the
maximum probability of failure of a node in a
network. Each node in the primary route has
a probability of link failure and thereby break-
age of the route. Since breakage at any one of
n nodes causes the primary route to break, the
probability of breakage of primary route P(pr)
is given by:
P(pr) =n c1p1(1 − p)n−1. (1)
3.2. Repaired backup approach DSR
In repaired backup approach when the primary
route fails, the transmission continues on the
backup route. So the probability for breakage
of the primary route is same as conventional
DSR given by equ.1.
Let m number of nodes contribute to the backup
route (second best route). The probability of
breakage of backup route P(bk) is then given as
P(bk) =m c1p1(1 − p)m−1. (2)
Since the primary route and backup route are in-
dependent of each other (as they do not have any
intersection of nodes), the probability of break-
age of both the primary route and the backup
route, P is given as
P = P(pr)XP(bk). (3)
The net gain in probability of breakage in Re-
pairedBackupApproach over conventionalDSR
using equs (1-2) is
Net Gain(g) = P(pr) − P. (4)
The numerical results based on equ (4) for dif-














































Table 2. Net Gain of the proposed algorithm.
Figure 4. Net Gain for different values of n and m.
Figure 5. Probability to Net Gain for different values
of n and m (P = 0.2).
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From Figures (4-5) it is concluded that
i) The performance of repaired backup algo-
rithm is always better than that of the con-
ventional DSR.
ii) Net Gain is greater for lower range of P;
and this is due to the fact that with lower P,
the probability of breakage decreases.
iii) Net Gain becomes maximum at some se-
lected values of n and m. This is explained
later.
iv) There is no gain at higher values of n and
m as then the probability of breakage for
both the conventional and the repaired al-
gorithms becomes equal.
We can find the condition at which gain, g be-
comes maximum. By putting dgdm = 0, the max-
imum gain is obtained:
i) when n and p are constant at
m = − 1
ln(1 − P) (5)
and
ii) when m and p are constant at
n = − 1
ln(1 − P) . (6)
It is verified that the maximum gain as shown in
Figures (4-5) are in conformity with equs (5-6).
In fact, as P increases, the maximum value of m
or n for which the gain becomes maximum will
follow a curve as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. n(m) for maximum gain when m(n)
and P are constants.
4. New Algorithm
In our above stated work, stability of the route
was not analyzed. Neither was the consider-
ation of common links or node in a route ad-
dressed. In considering these issues, we inves-
tigated a few new algorithms.
Route Selection
The stability of a route used for routing depends
on the mobility of the intermediate nodes con-
stituting the route from the source node to the
destination node. High mobility of the inter-
mediate nodes implies that the nodes will stay
at their current positions for a relatively small
duration of time and therefore there is a high
probability that the route will break at some in-
termediate position “very soon”. On the other
hand, if intermediate nodes are less mobile, they
are likely to stay at their current positions for a
relatively greater interval of time and that would
make the route more stable. Thus, we see that
mobility of nodes directly affects the stability
of a path.
Below we define certain terms and introduce
some notations to be used further.
• Node Stability: It is defined as the proba-
bility of a node being stable. Let pi denote
the probability that node i is unstable. We
measure this probability as
pi =
Total motion time of node i
Total motion time of node i +
Total pause time of i
≤ 1.
Pause time indicates the time duration for
which the node remains stationary. The node
stability is given by
qi = 1 − pi.
• Link Stability: It is the probability that the
link i − j formed by nodes i and j is stable.
Let qi and qj respectively denote the stability
of nodes i and j. Then the link stability is
given by
qij = qi ∗ qj = (1 − pi) ∗ (1 − pj).
• Path Stability: It is the probability of a path
being stable. A path is stable if all the inter-
mediate links are stable. Let ϕk denote the
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stability of the path k and qkij be the stability
of the link ij along the path k. Then we have





• Parallel Routes: Two routes Ri and Rj are
said to be parallel and can be used simultane-
ously if they have no common intermediate
node(s) i.e. if
Ri = S − 1 − 2 − . . . − D,
Rj = S − 1′ − 2′ − . . . − D,
then
Ri ∩ Rj = {S, D}.
We use the factor ϕk to determine the stabil-
ity of a route during the Route Discovery phase
of DSR. When the RREP message is traveling
from the destination node to the source node, ev-
ery intermediate node sends their stabilities (qi)
along with the RREP message. The source node
on receiving all qi and qj values along the path k
computes the stability of the path. Alternatively,
each node can cumulatively find out the stabil-
ity of the path. This can be achieved by adding
a PATH STABILITY header field to the RREP
message. PATH STABILITY is initially set to 1
by the destination node. The subsequent nodes
along the path update the PATH STABILITY
header by multiplying with their own stability
values qi. This will reduce the computational
burden of the source node.
After receiving all the RREPs, the source node
then proceeds to determine the best path to the
destination. For this purpose every node waits
for a certain period of time waiting for multiple
RREPs to arrive. Route length and stabilities
can be known from these RREPs. Suppose the
route k has n hops. Then length of the route is
Lk = n






Weneed not consider the stabilities of the source
and the destination node because only the inter-
mediate, n−1 nodes contribute to the route sta-
bility. The stable route is then the route having
minimum number of hops as well as minimum
instability among all received routes i.e.
min
k
(Lk, 1 − ϕk).
Multiple Routes
Use of multiple routes simultaneously, instead
of a single route at a time, would help to im-
prove the ongoing communication between the
two ends. In our algorithm, if multiple routes
are found to have the same minimum value of
(Lk, 1 − ϕk), that would prove to be advanta-
geous for the source node. The source node
will use each of these routes alternatively to
send packets to the destination node. Use of
multiple routes reduces the dependency on a
single route, which results in more stable com-
munication. This is because, if a single route
fails, we need to again initiate the Route Dis-
covery process. However, if multiple routes are
used, when one route fails, another route can be
used. Only when all the routes fail, the Route
Discovery is to be done to search a new route.
We note that the use of multiple routes is dif-
ferent from the backup route theory of DSR. In
the backup route approach, the source node uses
the primary route for communication and keeps
a backup (secondary) route in its route cache.
Whenever the primary route fails, the backup
route is used. The problem with this approach
is that, while the source is still using the pri-
mary route, the backup route might fail and the
source would remain unaware of that. If after
some time the primary route fails and the source
node switches to the backup route, it discovers
that the backup route has been already broken.
But if multiple routes are used in parallel, the
source node will be informed of the route fail-
ure immediately whenever it occurs. Thus, the
source node will never attempt to use a stale
route.
Even if multiple routes having the same mini-
mum value of (Lk, 1−ϕk) are not found, routes
having close values to the minimum value can
be used. Below, we show that if multiple
routes are used, the probability of communi-
cation breakage decreases.
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5. Related Analysis
To show that the use of multiple routes provide
increased stability to the communication pro-
cess, we make the following assumptions:
1. Number of intermediate nodes in a route be-
tween the source and destination nodes is
always fixed, say n.
2. Every node has the same mobility and, there-
fore, every link has the same probability of
breakage.
3. The lifecycle of each node consists of alter-
nate periods of motion and rest. Each node
moves for a fixed duration of time, say m,
randomly and then remains in rest for a fixed
duration of time p, which is the pause time.
The probability of a node being stable at time
T is then given by
Stability = Total pause time up to time T/T .
The instability of the node is
Instability = 1 − Stability.
5.1. Calculations
Consider a source node S and a destination node
D, and a route R0 from S to D (that has n in-
termediate nodes). Below, we determine the
probability of communication breakage when
the single route R0 is used:
Probability that R0 will not fail (ϕ0) = Proba-











Therefore, the probability that communication










Now we consider the case when two parallel
routes, say R1 and R2, are available between S
and D. According to our assumptions, R1 and
R2 have n intermediate nodes each. The prob-
ability of communication breakage in this case
is determined below:




















Hence, the probability that the communication
will break = Probability that both R1 and R2
will fail










For simplicity, we assume that the stability of
each link is q. So, we have
qkij = q, ∀i, j, k.
Hence, we have the probabilities
P1 = 1 −
n−1∏
i=1
q = 1 − qn−1
and
P2 = (1 −
n−1∏
i=1




= (1 − qn−1) ∗ (1 − qn−1)
= (1 − qn−1)2 = (P1)2 ≤ P1,
since 1 − qn−1 ≤ 1.




So, the probability of communication breakage
between S and D reduces exponentially if paral-
lel routes are used. In other words, communica-
tion becomes more stable when multiple routes
are used.
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We note that if there were some intermediate
nodes common to the routes R1 and R2, then
the existence of one route would be dependent,
to some extent, on the other route. In fact, if
the number of common intermediate nodes in-
creases, the two parallel routes tend to become
a single route. Hence, parallel routes should not
have any common intermediate nodes.
5.2. Results and Discussions
Figure 7 shows the plot of Pk (k = no. of par-
allel routes) with respect to time. The different
parameters of the plot are listed in Table 3.
No. of parallel routes (k) 1-5
No. of intermediate nodes (n) 5
Motion time 10s
Pause time 2s after every 10s
Total time 200s
Table 3. Plot Parameters
Figure 7 shows thatwhenmultiple parallel routes
are used, the communication between the source
node and the destination node reduces exponen-
tially. That is, greater the number of parallel
routes, the more stable the communication be-
comes. This is due to the fact that when multiple
routes are used, dependency on a single route
is reduced. Therefore, even if a single route
fails, we have other routes in hand to use for
transmitting packets. If a very long time period
is considered, the fluctuation in the probability
values stops and reaches a saturation level.
6. Conclusion
Reactive routing protocol initiates discovery
only when the route breaks. It needs signifi-
cant overhead for detecting the disconnection
and the reconstruction of a new route. Repaired
backup-based DSR detects early the link break-
age, but may prove to be fatal if false warnings
are generated. So the efficiency of the algorithm
depends much on the selection of the value of
the threshold (T). An inappropriate selection of
the values of threshold (T) may reduce the effi-
ciency of the algorithm. Future research may be
carried out over the calculation of the optimum
value of the threshold (T). Since the environ-
ment is highly dynamic by nature, there is a high
probability that the backup route will fail by the
time the primary route breaks. Route selec-
tion algorithm provides a stable and alternative
(flexible and reliable) route selection compared
to simple repaired backup scheme.
Figure 7. Probability of communication breakage
decreases when parallel routes are used
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